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CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS FOR TWO REJECT HEAT SYSTEMS

FOR A BRAYTON CLOSED-CYCLE CONVERTER

by

Gloria A. Bennett

ABSTRACT

Designs for two candidate reject heat systems (RHS) have
been developed for a Brayton closed-cycle space nuclear power
system. The most important constraints imposed on the design
arc- the size and mass l imi ts and the r i g i d survival standard
of 99* probabi l i ty that the RHS be functional at f u l l power
at the end of a se en-year mission. The two basic design
concepts developed are (1) a secondary loop RHS with a redun-
dant heat exchanger and (2) a direct-pumped gas RHS. Both
concepts make extensive use of heat pipes to provide redun-
dancy.

The secondary loop design includes a pumped-NaK rad i -
ator and a heat-pipe heat exchanger. The radiator i f of
conventional design with armored flow tube passages and f ins
arranged in rectangular panels placed at r ight angles to each
other. The heat exchanger is a cy l indr ical pressure vessel
with four radiator loops and two converter loops.

The direct-pumped gas RHS is designed with many th in -
walled, finned heat pipes placed side by side to form rec-
tangular radiator panels that are arranged at r ight angles to
each other. The gas heat exchanger is an armored manifold
composed of mult iple paral lel flow tubes placed at the evapo-
rator end of the radiator heat pipes. Results show that th is
system is the l ightest configuration investigated.

I . INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos Scient i f ic Laboratory (LASL), in support of the Department

of Energy (DOE) Advanced Systems and Material Production Division program to

develop a nuclear space reactor power plant, is conducting studies on mission

requirements and power plant technology. The purpose of the LASL study is to
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determine the characteristics of various reactor power plants for space appl i -

cations and to select a configuration for future ground demonstration and

f l i g h t . Department of Defense (DOD) requirements for a power plant w i l l

strongly influence the selection of future space reactors. Various fue ls ,

reactor designs, shields, converters, and radiators are being considered. The

study e f for t is concentrated on a high-temperature, compact, fast reactor that

can be coupled with a thermoelectric, thermionic, or a dynamic conversion

system.

A space e lect r ica l reactor power plant may be thought of as four major

subassemblies:

(1) a nuclear reactor heat source,

(2) a radiation shield for protecting other parts of the spacecraft
from high radiation levels,

(3) a converter to change thermal energy to e lectr ica l energy, and

(4) a radiator to reject waste heat.

This part icular study was undertaken Lo produce a conceptual design of a waste

heat radiator for a Brayton closed-cycle power conversion system.

The Brayton cycle was chosen for our i n i t i a l study because i t is a wel l -

developed technology as compared to the potassium Rankine cycle systems and

the S t i r l i ng cycle systems. The objectives of the Brayton cycle study were to

provide rel iable estimates of the size and mass of a reject heat system (RHS)

for use in power plant parametric studies done to ident i fy potential problems

and to evaluate the technical f eas i b i l i t y of building the system. The refer-

ence case used in the study is a 200-kW thermal reactor heat source, a 25£

e f f i c ien t Brayton closed-cycle converter, and a 15O-kW thermal RHS as shown in

Fig. 1.
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II. DESIGN CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS
The design of both RHS concepts is based on the data and assumptions

listed in Table I. The RHS is required to have a 99% probability of function-
ing at full design heat load at the end of a seven-year mission. The design
must provide enough redundancy to insure against a "single-point" failure,
which is defined as failure of the entire system caused by failure of any one
single component. To provide redundancy, it was decided to assume that two
independent Brayton converters should be used, sharing a common heat source
and RHS. Also, the RHS should have several independent radiator coolant loops
that share the radiating surface so that any combination of the coolant loops
could reject the total 150-kW heat load. The use of two converters and multi-
ple coolant loops places some stringent reciuirements on the heat exchanger.

TABLE I
REFERENCE DESIGN DATA

Brayton converters

Converter efficiency [%)
Total radiator reject power (kW)
Working fluid temperatures (K)

Working fluid pressure drop (kPa)
Size limit (m) 4.6
Mass goal (kg)

Mission duration (years)
Reject heat system survival probability {%)

Meteoroid model (Ref. 1)
Particle density
Particle velocity

Thermal environment (Ref. 1)

Sink temperature (K)
Solar radiation (W/m )

2

25
150

428 to 633
14

m diam x 18.3 m long
150
7

99

0.5 g/cm3

20 km/s

0
1398



The only failure mechanism considered in this study was puncture by a
micrometeoroid. The meteoroid model and thermal environment assumed in the
design are the same ones used by NASA for the space shuttle and were also used

2
in the conceptual design of the thermoelectric heat pipe radiator. Overall
reliability of the heat exchanger and radiator is provided by selecting suffi-
ciently thick armor to provide a selected probability that a prescribed frac-
tion of the system will survive the mission.

The location of the RHS is confined to the region behind the shield and
inside the shield shadow cone to avoid scattering neutrons toward the pay-
load. Because the power plant is to be launched into orbit by the space shut-
tle, it must fit inside the cargo bay and be as light as possible. The size
limits are 4.6 m diam by 18.3 m long for the entire power plant. The mass
goal set for the RHS is 150 kg and proved very difficult to achieve under the
given constraints.

III. CANDIDATE SYSTEM DESIGN
Two basic design ideas were investigated for the Brayton RHS. The first

idea involved the use of several secondary, independent radiator coolant
loops, a redundant cooler heat exchanger, and two Brayton converters as shown
in Fig. 2. The cooler heat exchanger is required to operate at full load in
all combinations of 1 or 2 and 3 or 4 below.

(1) Both turbine systems are functioning.
(2) One turbine system is functioning.
(3) All coolant channels are functioning.

(4) Only a fraction of the coolant channels are functioning.
The heat exchanger is constructed in a shell and tube configuration, but

the tubes are independent full-length heat pipes. Each heat pipe has two
evaporator and four condenser sections and is specifically designed for its
unique operating range of temperatures and heat flux levels. The radiator is
a pumped fluid design with fins and armored tubes arranged in four rectangular
panels at right angles to each other.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the second alternative investigated in this
study. The heat-pipe heat exchanger is eliminated and the xenon-helium work-
ing fluid is pumped through a manifold heat exchanger as part of the radi-
ator. The heat exchanger is designed to provide heat to the evaporator section
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Fig. 3. Brayton cycle direct-pumped
RHS schematic.

of the radiator heat pipes with either or both Brayton converters function-

ing. The radiating surfaces are the condenser sections of the finned heat •

pipes which are arranged in four rectangular panels at right angles to each

other.

Detailed descriptions and a sunmary of the assumptions, equations, and

results from the design of each component in the RHS follow.

I". COOLER HEAT EXCHANGER

A. Description

The Brayton system cooler heat exchanger is a modification of the general

liquid-coupled, indirect-transfer type of heat exchanger. The modification

entails the use of s, system of heat pipes instead of a pumped heat transfer

medium between the direct transfer sections. Conventional design methods

could not be applied because of the specialized nature of the design and the

lack of heat exchanger effectiveness data. The analysis was formulated from

conservation principles and used experimental data wherever they could be

applied.

The cooler is shapad like several shell-and-tube heat exchangers placed

side by side, with the hot and cold fluids flowing in single-pass,



countercurrent fashion. The cross-flow aspect of the heat exchanger refers to

the exchange between each f l u i d c i rcu i t and the row of heat pipes that absorbs

or releases heat between c i r cu i t s . Figure 4 shows a schematic of the proposed

cooler heat exchanger for the Brayton RHS.
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Fig. 4. RHS heat exchanger schematic.

The mechanical and thermal designs are governed by the constraints dis-
cussed previously. To achieve the required redundancy, the shell must be
divided so that each fluid circuit is independent and separately contained.
The sizing was done by assuming the worst-case conditions for operation, that
is, one Brayton unit and three of the four radiator circuits functioning. The
failed components have the effect of producing an adiabatic section in each
heat pipe and of changing the pressure level at which the converter operates.
The only failure mode considered in the design was puncture by a meteoroid.
The probability o+ failure by other means must be reduced to a very small
value through good engineering design.
B. Heat Transfer Fluids

Fluids considered for the RHS must have an operating range somewhere
between 400 to 650 K for either of two applications, as a working fluid for
the heat pipes or as a fluid for the pumped circuits to the radiator. The



desirable properties for the heat pipe working fluid are good thermal stabil-
ity, high latent heat, high thermal conductivity and surface tension, low vis-
cosities, and compatibility with wick and container materials. Thermex, a
biphenyl organic fluid, was the only fluid that spanned the entire temperature
range, with mercury and water considered for the upper and lower i.':,. Table
II lists some of the relevant properties of water, mercury, ant -ne biphenyl
organic fluid.

TABLE II
PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE HEAT PIPE WORKING FLUIDS

Water

303-473

273

373

2216

0.02-16.2
) 0.66

4.55

Thermex
Biphenyl Eutectic

423-668

285

530

278

0.01-19.0
0.11
0.19

Copper Copper
Stainless steel Stainless steel

Monel Nickel

Mercury

523-923

234

634

294

0.01-63.0

12.8
16.4

Stainless
steel

Properties
Operating temperature

range (K)
Melting point (K)

Boiling point at atmospheric
pressure (K)

Average latent heat (kJ/kg)

Vapor pressure range (PaxlO" )
Average liquid conductivity (W/m-K)
Figure of merit at boiling

point (kw7m2xl0~8)
Container compatibility

347

The desirable f lu id properties for the pumped radiator loops are low
density and viscosity, high thermal conductivity, acceptable pour points, and
constant properties over extended time periods. The high temperature organic
fluids and the liquid metals were considered. Table I I I l ists some of the
pertinent properties of Therminol 88, sodium, NaK, and the xenon-helium

4-6Brayton working f lu id .
C. Calculations of Scope

Hand calculations were done to bound the problem and help identify feasi-
ble alternatives for which further investigation was warranted. We addressed
the size of the direct heat exchanger required to transfer 150 kW of heat from
a single xenon-helium f luid circuit to the heat pipes. A calculation based on



TABLE III
PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE PUMPED WORKING FLUIDS

Properties

Xenon-Helium
Mol wt = 39.94 Therminol 88 Sodium NaK

(Ref. 4) (Ref. 5) (Ref. 6) (Ref. 6)

Operating temperature range (K)
Melting point (K)

Specific heat (J/kg'K)
Fluid density (kg/m3)

Fluid conductivity (W/nTK)
Container compatibility

Any
1

520.4
4-4-6.4

0.08-0.11
Aluminum
Steel
Copper
Beryllium

422-672

418
2279
900
0.12

Copper
Stainless

steel
Aluminum
Brass
Bronze

400-1450
371
1330
895

80
Stainless

steel
Nickel

400-1450
261
946
820

25
Stainless

steel
Nickel

90 cross flow over bare staggered tubes was done using the correlation for
turbulent flow of a gas over exterior surfaces. This correlation was

o

checked with experimental data from Kays and London for the same spacing
and tube sizes, and yielded the same heat transfer coefficients. The assumed
geometry was for a 0.20- by 0.18-m frontal area with 0.013-m-diam tubes and
yielded a 5.7-m-long heat exchanger. Finned tubes would be required for the
xenon-helium fluid circuits.

A calculation for finned, staggered tubes, based on the Kays and London
Q

CF-8.72 geometry with the same frontal area, yielded a 0.94-m-long heat
exchanger with 8960 Pa pressure drop, which is less than the 13 790 Pa limit.
A worst-case calculation of the pressure drop was done using Kern's correla-

Q

tions that yielded a value of 25 500 Pa. These results were assumed to
bracket the pressure drop expected in the core.

These hand calculations were programmed for a computer solution to pro-
vide an easy way to change the shell geometry and the parameters required for
each extended surface type. A cube 0.35 m on a side yielded the smallest
volume, transferred the ref ired amount of heat, and was still inside the core
friction drop limits. Using this acceptable tube size and spacing, the selec-
tion of a fluid for the radiator circuits could be made.



Organic fluids were the first choice because of their ease of handling
and high specific heat, and the numerous compatible container materials avail-
able. A calculation based on the same 0.35-m cube heat exchanger and correla-
tions for cross flow of light oils across tube banks shows that the
organic circuit can deliver only 13% of the required heat load. The low con-
ductivity and high Prandtl numbers typical of the organic fluids result in
heat exchangers larger than are acceptable.

The calculations were repeated using sodium and eutectic NaK properties
and heat transfer correlations. Data for the 90° cross flow of liquid
metals through rod and tube banks were located for the uniform wall temp-
erature and uniform heat flux boundary conditions. The uniform wall tempera-
ture was considered to be the most realistic boundary condition for short heat
pipes. Results shew that the required amount of heat can be transferred in a
very small volume, 0.35 m by 0.05 m by 0.35 m. Because sodium would be solid
at launch temperatures, it was decided to use NaK as the heat transfer fluid
for the radiator circuits.

The heat pipe performance was checked by assuming that each heat pipe
would transfer a 1/n fraction of the total heat load where n is the number of
heat pipes. The radial flux is in the range of 9 to 65 W/cm , which is
acceptable for the water and mercury heat pipes. A check of several refer-
ences on the operation of organic heat pipes shows that the critical flux is

' 7about 26 to 30 W/cm (Ref. 12) for heat pipes with Refrasil 96-100 and sin-
o

tered fiber wicks, and about 0.8 to 2.5 W/cm (Ref. 13) for heat pipes with
fine wire mesh wicks in several polygonal shapes. As the average radial flux
calculated for each heat pipe was much higher than the data reported, the heat
pipe performance must be included in the calculations to size the direct heat
exchangers for the gas and liquid circuits. Later in the study, calculations

14were done assuming grooved wicks for water and mercury heat pipes. The
results showed that water and mercury heat pipe operation could be stretched
so that the complete temperature range could be covered with these two fluids
without encountering radial flux, sonic limit, or viscosity problems.
D. Sizing Calculations

The analysis of the side-by-side direct heat exchangers with the interme-
diate heat pipe circuit was formulated and programmed for computer solution.
The formulation allowed for the simultaneous solution of heat transfer on the



xenon-helium and NaK circuits for a single bank of heat pipes. The assumption
used at each heat pipe bank is that there is a uniform temperature balancing
of the hot and cold heat exchange. Figure 5 is a plot of the fluid and heat
pipe temperature profile and temperature definitions assumed at each tube bank.

3

4)
Q.

E

Thot,in

'cold, out

I

cold.in

a b
Heat Exchanger Tube Banks

Fig. 5. Fluid and heat pipe temperature profiles for a typical tube bank.

The temperature differences noted in the figure are

a,hot ~ hot,in " pipe'

ATb,hot = Thot,out " Tpipe ;

ATa9cold = Tpipe " Tcold,out ; and

ATb,cold = Tpipe " Tcold,in*

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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The system of equations used in the solution is as follows. The energy
balances on the xenon-helium and Nak f lu id streams are

Qi - mx • cpx • ( T h o t J n - T h o t o u t ) , and (5)

Qi = mN " cpN * (Tcold,out " Tcold,in^ '6^

A list of the variables and their definitions used in the heat exchanger
analysis is shown in the Appendix.

The heat absorbed and released by the evaporator and condenser sections
of the heat pipes are

tot'X X
 ln /*

Ta,hot \ • a (7)

ATb,cold j

tot,N
ATa,hoT

The heat transfer area relationship for both the gas and liquid metal sides
t.kes the form

A = 3 • Vol. (9)

Data from Kays and London for extended surfaces were used to calculate the
Col burn factor in the form

j = a/Re'8 (10)

and then substituted into

hx = j • cpx • Sx/Prx
2/3 (11)

11



o

to calculate a fi lm coefficient on the xenon-helium side. The relation-
ships used to calculate the Peclet and Nusselt numbers in the NaK circuits
are13

Pe = < d * vmax * p N '

and

Nu = 0.718- | $ J . r ^ j . Pe1/2 . (13)

The film coefficient is then given by

hN = Nu • kN/d. (14)

The f in efficiency, surface efficiency, total resistance, and total conduc-
tance for both circuits are calculated as follows:

m = j^(h. 2 - l 2 ) / ( k f 1 n . t h f 1 n ) | A / S (15)

_ Tanh (m • B)
(m • B) ( 1 6 )

_ x, ng. • . 0.060 .
tOt " • h 19 • d T L- T9 . fi Q/l» a n Q

Atot

h tot i-

The approach temperature constraint between fluid circuits is

AThx = ATa,hot + ATa,cold = 25k» <20>

12



as shown in Fig. 1. The above equations and constraints were algebraically
manipulated into a smaller set of simultaneous equations that was used for the
numerical solution.

It was assumed in the numerical solution scheme that the geometry and
conductance calculations for both circuits are done before entering the itera-
tion loop at each tube bank. The iteration loop starts by using a guessed
value for T ^ ^ to calculate Q, T h o t f Q U t, T p. p e, and T ^ ^ , , . The
guessed and calculated values of T , . . are compared and adjusted and the
iterations continue until a preset convergence criterion is reached. The
solution at each tube bank yields the heat transferred at that bank, the fluid
temperatures, and the heat pipe operating temperature. This procedure is
repeated for the next tube bank until the sum of all heat transferred equals
the total heat load required. The length of the heat exchanger is determined
by the number of tube banks required to transfer the total heat load.

A subroutine at the end of the sizing loop calculates the mass of the
heat exchanger using the size data generated. The mass calculated for a box-
shaped heat pipe, heat exchanger Is primarily the mass of the rectangular
pressure vessel. The flat-plate equation used to calculate the required
thickness of the vessel yields masses seven times greater than the mass of the
material required for a cylindrical pressure vessel. A single-pass, 90°
cross-flow, countercurrent he*t exchanger housed in a cylindrical pressure
vessel would be the most realistic design approach to fulfill the requirements
of the study.

The cylindrical heat exchanger design formulation and calculations were
the same with the exception that the geometry and flow variables change and
must be recalculated at each tube bank. Figure 6 shows an illustration of the
proposed cylindrical Brayton system reject heat exchanger. The pressure
vessel thickness was determined from ASME code,* which is somewhat more
conservative than the thickness calculated from the thin-wall cylindrical
vessel assumptions. The heat exchanger mass versus drum diameter is plotted
in Fig. 7 and shows a minimum mass of 290 kg at 0\95 m.

13
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Fig. 6. Brayton system reject heat exchanger.
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V. RADIATORS
A. Pumped-Liquid Radiator

Because NaK was selected as the working fluid for the radiator circuits,
the conceptual design of the pumped-liquid radiator was limited to materials
compatible with liquid metals at moderately high temperatures. The structure
and general shape of the folding plate "accordion" design is illustrated in
Fig. 8 in the folded and extended modes. The design of the radiator is based
on the use of four independent panel arrays to fulfill the requirement that
three out of four arrays have a 99% probability of surviving a seven-year
mission.

Fig. 8. Brayton cycle pumped-liquid radiator.

The forward section has trapezoidal panels with asymmetric fins and cool-
ant flow tubes nearly parallel to the axis of the system. The trapezoidal
section allows the radiator to be situated directly behind the reject heat
exchanger and the electromagnetic pumps and still fit inside the shadow shield
cone. The second section of the radiator is composed of an even number of

15



rectangular panels sized so that the folded radiator fits into the cargo bay
of the space shuttle.

The formulation of the heat transfer problem is based on the incremental
section of radiator shown in Fig. 9. The fin and armored tube geometry is
illustrated in Fig. 10. A list of the variables and their definitions appears
in the Appendix.

Armor

out

Fig. 9. Incremental f i n and armored
tube radiator segment.

Fig. 10. Fin and armored tuba
geometry.

The equations used to size the pumped-NaK radiator are as fol lows. The

heat balance on the coolant f l u i d in a segment is given by

cpN • (T1n -

The heat transferred across the liquid film is

A Qi = hconv * A conv

where

Tavg = <Tin

and h is calculated using the correlations for liquid metals flowing

inside tubes and ducts.
The heat transferred across the armored tube wall is

(21)

(22)

(23)

ln (dout/din) ( wal1 " root''
(24)

16



A heat balance on the incremental surface radiating to space is

AQi + solar input » a . E . F . A A . T r 0 Q t
4, (25)

where the solar input is assumed to be for the worst-case orientation. The
quadratic expression that accounts for the area of the trapezoidal and rec-
tangular fin shapes is

(2-n f i n- tan 9 ) A L
2 + (TT • dQut + 4 - n f 1 n . FL) AL - Fsp • AA = 0. (26)

The radiation fin effectiveness and the inlet section fin length are cal-
culated at each segment and are used in the calculation of incremental radia-
tor area and length. The incremental radiator length, area, and heat trans-
ferred are summed so that

Radiator length = SAL, (27)

Radiator area = EAA, and (28)

Total radiator reject heat = Q t Q t = £AQ. (29)

The solution method is based on dividing the total radiator reject heat
load into N increments and then calculating the area required to radiate the
given incremental heat load at its particular root temperature. The Qt t

was divided into several increasing numbers of increments until the radiator
size and mass reached an asymptote. That number of increments was then used
to calculate AQ and all remaining variables. An iterative numerical solution
was used for the following reasons:

(1) The tube armor thickness, which depends on radiator size, is unknown
on the first iteration so that the diameter ratio is a guess.

(2) The expression for temperature drop across the tube wall contains a
natural logarithm term that prevents a closed-form solution.

(3) A small change in root temperature causes big changes in the other
variables.



The thermal, survival, and mass equations were programmed to provide an
efficient way to change input variables. The program calculates radiator
lengths (excluding folding joints), radiator area, coolant flow passage diam-
eter, the convection film coefficient, outside tube diameter, fin effective-
ness, manifold size, tube and manifold armor thicknesses, and the resulting
radiator mass. The mass calculations are all done for previously calculated
component survival probabilities that satisfy the 99% system survival proba-
bility requirement.

The three candidate materials for the flow tubes, manifolds, and fins
were beryllium, titanium-6Al-4V, or aluiTiinuni-2Q24-T6. Initial calculations
showed titanium radiators were much heavier than either aluminum or beryllium

and were not considered further. Because the corrosion resistance of aluminum
18to NaK at the higher temperatures is unknown, aluminum was eliminated,

leaving beryllium as the only usable candidate.
A parameter study was done to identify a minimum mass design point.

Plots were made of the radiator mass and length as a function of two Jimen-
sionless ratios: FL/R, the fin half-length over the flow tube outer radius,
and FL/B, the fin half-length over the fin half-thickness. Figure 11 shows a
clear local minimvim mass at FL/R of about 12. Using this FL/R ratio, the cal-
culations were repeated for various ratios of FL/B. Figure 12 shows that
radiator mass seems to reach an asymptote and provides a minimum practical
choice of fin thickness. The radiator length and, consequently, the fric-
tional pressure drop increase sharply with increasing FL/R as shown in
Fig. 13. The pressure drop developed in the NaK flow tubes was about 5 to 10
times greater than current designs of NaK electromagnetic (EM) pumps were cap-
able of producing. The helical induction types of pumps developed for potas-
sium were the only category that fulfilled the flow rate and pressure drop

19criteria, but these had a mass of 113 kg each.
The sum of the mass of the reject heat exchanger, NaK radiator, and four

questionable EM pumps is 872 kg. This total does not include the mass of any
support structure or mass for a mechanism to unfold the radiator. The total
is still a factor of 5.8 times heavier than the mass limit set for the entire
RHS. The omission of the NaK loop should be investigated in an effort to
avoid EM pump development programs and to find a lighter design for the RHS.

18
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B. Pumped-Gas Radiator

The omission of the NaK loop requires that the xenon-helium working f l u i d

be pumped by the compresser through an armored manifold heat exchanger on the

radiator surface. This system design had been avoided because of the low

19



level of redundancy, that is, one puncture in a heat exchanger flow tube would
disable one of the two Brayton converter systems. This RHS must still satisfy
the criterion that it have a 995» probability of functioning at full load for a
seven-year mission. The component survival probabilities were chosen as
p = 0.9975 for each of the manifold heat exchangers and as 0.69 <̂  p <_ 0.99 for
the numerous heat pipes based on the cumulative binomial survival probability
of 0.995.

The advantages of this design concept are a simpler mechanical and
thermal design because of the

(1) omission of the intermediate heat transfer fluid, tubing, and pump-
ing equipment,

(2) omission of several thermal resistances, and
(3) the possibility of using aluminum as well as beryllium for the con-

tainer material. The availability of aluminum tubing and extruded
shapes is good, and aluminum components would be much less costly
to fabricate than beryllium.

A major disadvantage, besides the low redundancy, is the poor heat trans-
fer in the helium-xenon manifold as compared to heat transfer in the extended
surface heat-pipe heat exchanger.

The pumped-gas radiator conceptual design is composed of four panels
arranged at right angles to each other as illustrated in Fig. 14. The panels
are rectangular with a height limited by the inside diameter of the space

20shuttle. Neutronics calculations on a similar design have shown that the
radiator and manifolds must be behind the shield, but not necessarily inside
the shadow cone, to obtain an acceptable level of neutron fluence at the pay-
load. The manifold heat exchanger consists of many parallel gas flow tubes
placed at the evaporator end of the radiator heat pipes as shown in Fig. 15.
Gas flow in the manifold is single-pass from the converter to the end of the
radiator on one panel and then back to the converter through the adjacent
panel as shown in Fig. 16. This arrangement allows each heat pipe to receive
energy from both converters zt the same temperature, pressure, and heat flux.
Puncture of a heat pipe sacrifices only that pipe, and not an entire radiator
panel.
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Fig. 14. Pumped-gas Brayton cycle reject heat system.

Xenon-Helium
F!ow Possages

Alternate Bumper
Mfcrometeoroid Shield

Typical oil Flow
Passages

Heat Pipes

Full Thickness
Micrometeoroid Shield

Fig. 15. Brayton system, reject heat exchange manifold.
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Fig. 16. Gas flow pattern in
manifold.

Fig. 17. Incremental heat pipe
radiator and heat exchanger
manifold.

Formulation of the heat transfer for this system included simultaneous
solution of the heat exchanger equations, heat pipe performance and radiation
to space. Figure 17 illustrates an incremental section with a heat pipe radi-
ator and tube heat exchanger on which the formulation is based. Each section
consists of one radiator heat pipe, adjoining fins, the cruciform structural
support, and the multitube heat exchanger from both converters.

The conservation and heat transfer equations used to size the panels are
applied at each incremental section. It was assumed that the xenon-helium gas
mixture behaves as a perfect gas over the temperatures and pressures encoun-
tered so that

p = pRT. (30)

For the application of Newton's second law at each section, i t was assumed

that the significant pressure drops are a result of viscous f r ic t ion and are

given by
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P i n " Pout = f ' A d ^ P - 4 ' (31)

where the velocity and density are for the inlet section. Because the tubes
are a l l constant area cross sections, the conservation of mass is simply

PTn v in = pout vouf

I t was assumed that the kinetic energy change at a section is negligible so
that the conservation of energy is given by

J « c p - T . n = j [ c p ' T o u t + Q / m ] . (33)

The heat transfer across the gas fi lm to the flow tube wall is given by

conv conv 'wal l (34)

where h is calculated based on correlations for transitional or turbu-
lent gas flow in tubes. One-dimensional conduction across the flow tube
wall, the cruciform material, and the heat pipe tubing is given by

k ' Acond .
Q thwall L Wa11 P H

Heat radiated to space from the fins and the heat pipe is

r 4 i
= \ a d ' [ a * e * Fsp * Tpipe " S0lar 1nput J ' (36)

where the solar input assumed is for a worst-case orientation, and T . is
pipe

the temperature on the inner surface of the heat pipe at the evaporator exit.

Each heat pipe is assumed to be isothermal at a slightly different tempera-

ture. The radiation area is calculated as discussed previously with addi-
21tional shape factors for the tubes and fins.
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The solution method is based on using an assumed size of the incremental
section of radiator and heat exchanger, and then calculating the amount of
heat transferred and radiated at each section. The velocity, density, pres-
sure, and temperature are known at the inlet. Using the inlet velocity, the

op

friction factor is calculated from the Colebrook equation. The energy and
heat transfer equations, Eqs. (33)-(36), are an independent subset that are
solved for the heat transferred at each section and the outlet tube wall and
heat pipe temperatures. The outlet temperature and pressure are then used to
solve for the velocity and density at the section outlet, which are then used
as the inlet conditions for the next section. The calculations are repeated
at each succeeding section, and the heat rejected is summed until it equals or
just exceeds the total reject heat load. The length of the radiator is deter-
mined by sunning the total number of increments, multiplying by 0.5 for path
length, and then multiplying by the section size.

A subroutine at the end of the sizing loop calculates the armor thick-
2^ness, using the equation developed by Haller and Leiblien w for both the

heat pipes and each manifold. These thicknesses are used by another sub-
routine to calculate the mass of the entire RHS.

A parameter study was done to identify a minimum mass design point.
Plots were made of the radiator mass as a function of gas flow tube diameter
and of the radiator fin half-length. A minimum practical fin thickness of
7.62 x 10 m was assumed for all calculations. Figure 18 shows that RHS
mass seems to reach an asymptote for small numbers of larger diameter flow
tubes. RHS mass at a flow tube diameter of 0.05 m is 436 kg for the radiator,
91 kg for the heat exchanger, and 882 kg for full thickness armor, which gives
a total of 1409 kg. A large flow'tube diameter and the minimum fin thickness
were used in the calculations of various fin half-lengths. Figure 19 illus-
trates that RHS mass is smallest for the short, high-efficiency fins.

The minimum mass RHS is a combination of several large diameter, smooth
surface flow tubes and many independent heat pipes with short fins. The poor
heat transfer dictated by the smooth tubes resulted in larger temperature
drops across the gas film than had been anticipated. Figure 20 illustrates
the gas and heat pipe operating temperatures as a function of distance along
the flow passage. The heat pipe temperatures are low enough to assume the use
of water for the working fluid throughout the radiator operating temperature
range.
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Fie,. 18. Radiator mass versus flow
tube diameter.

Fig. 19. Radiator mass versus
f in half-length.
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Fig. 20. Direct-pumped Brayton cycle heat exchanger and radiator
200 kW, n = 25%, Xe-He gas mol wt = 39.94.

The mass of this candidate RHS is as follows:
(1) Radiator - heat pipes, working fluid, wick, and fins - 198 kg;
(2) Heat exchanger - flow tubes, cruciform, and circle structure -

50 kg; and
(3) Shield - 316 kg.
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23Use of the bumpered armor technique would reduce the shield to 158 kg,
with a resulting RHS mass of 406 kg. This result is 2.7 times larger than the
150 kg goal set for the RHS, but is the lightest obtained in the study.

Further reductions in RHS mass are obtainable by allowing the frictional
pressure drop through the heat exchanger manifold to increase. This alterna-
tive must be considered against any increases in mass of the compressor or
other machinery elsewhere in the system. A systems analysis was not done for
either of the RHS design candidates,

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A conceptual design was prepared for both of the basic concents shown
schematically in Figs. 2 and 3. The intermediate NaK loop with a cylindrical
vessel heat-pipe heat exchanger was described in Sees. IV.D. and V.A. The
mass of the components of this candidate RHS is 872 kg for the electromagnetic
pumps, heat exchanger, and radiator, without allowances for structural support
and a deployment mechanism. This total is 5.8 times larger than the lfi0 kg
goal set for the RHS.

The direct-pumped gas RHS conceptual design is discussed in Sec. V.B.
The minimum mass of this candidate RHS is 406 kg, which is 2.7 times larger
than the goal, but is the lightest obtained in the study. It was concluded
that the direct-pumped gas design is the best choice for the RHS based on the
mass and size constraints established for the study.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF VARIABLES

a constant

A area

B f i n half-thickness

cp specif ic heat at constant pressure

d diameter
f f luid-f low f r ic t ion factor

F shape factor

G mass flow rate per unit minim«jm flow area

gc gravitational constant

h unit surface conductance
j Col burn j-factor

J conversion factor

k conductivity

m parameter used to calculate f in efficiency

in f luid mass flow rate

Nu Nussel t number
p f l u i d absolute pressure

P distance between tube center l ines

Pe Peclet number

Pr Prandtl number

Q heat t ransferred

r thermal resistance

R universal gas constant
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Re Reynolds number
T temperature
th thickness
v fluid velocity
Vol heat exchanger volume

AA incremental area
g ratio of heat transfer area to heat exchanger volume

z surface emissivity
AL incremental length

n efficiency
e shield cone half-angle

% tabular value of hydrodynamic potential drop

p fluid density
a Stefan-Boltzman constant
AQ incremental heat transferred

AT temperature difference

LIST OF SUBSCRIPTS

a,b
avg

cold

cond

conv

f i n

h

hot

hx

i

in

max

N

out

location a,b
average value

cold stream

conduction

convection.

f i n

hydraulic

hot stream

heat exchanger

i th value

inlet

maximum

NaK, solium-potassium eutectic properties

out let
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pipe
rad
root
sec

sp
tot
tub
wall

heat pipe
radiation
fin root
section
space
total
tube
wall

xenon-helium properties
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